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Introduction

Kids these days may never know what it was like to rip off the sticker or use a zip tie to

put on a daily lift ticket. “Papa has the Ikon Pass.” “I think Okemo is the better mountain.” Just

some of the chatter you will hear from the young ones as their parents struggle to put their boots

on for them. For an avid skier it is easy to tell how over the past 5 to 10 years that the industry is

changing. Not with sport adapting, but specifically with the methods it takes to get on the slopes.

The traditional options were a daily lift ticket to whatever mountain you wanted to ski at which

could either be purchased at the mountain or online. The second option was a season pass to one

mountain, which in most cases the consumer would give their loyalty to this specific resort for

the entire year.

Vail Resorts was the conglomerate disruptor that started the change of this industry by

introducing the multi-mountain pass. This was a season pass option which would let you hop

around to many different mountains on the pass throughout the season for a very competitive

price. As a ski or snowboarder who loves the thrill of this extreme sport one mountain can get

old really quick if you are continually hitting the same spot. In combination with that, these

passes are seemingly more attractive if you can make it out 5+ times a year, and hence the search

for value is on to see who these multi-mountain passes are the right fit for.
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Literature Review

The research started with an overall look at the current state of the ski industry. An initial

piece of journalism found in Forbes magazine, How The Ski And Snowboard Industry Is

Changing In 2022 (And What Comes Next) by Michelle Bruton came into focus. This article,

although published in April 2022 assesses how the COVID-19 pandemic caused the annual

number of visitors to ski resorts to drop, but in 2020-2021 participation was up and growth was

evident. With the never ending worry about injury and now unpredictability of something like a

pandemic to happen again, lift ticket and season pass insurance started to become a new

formality. According to the article, “Ikon Pass and Epic Pass purchases for the 2019-20 season

were not refunded as a result of the unexpected closures. Alterra, which operates the Ikon Pass,

did extend the deadline for early renewals and the payment plan deadline at the time, while Epic

announced it would offer season pass holders from the 2019-20 season credits of up to 80

percent to apply to a 2020-21 pass, depending on how much they used their pass (Bruton).”

Seemingly as a result of the COVID pandemic, Epic introduced an option called Epic Coverage

for the 2020-2021 snow season. This would provide refunds for personal events and certain

event closures and as a company they stated with transparency, “We understand that times have

changed so Epic Coverage completely redefines your pass protection (Bruton).” Epic Coverage

is free and included in all passes. Ikon mimicked Epic by introducing Adventure Assurance

which initially gave pass holders the choice to defer for credit toward the 2021-22 season for any

reason with no fee. Adventure Assurance currently comes free with the purchase of any

2022-2023 Ikon pass as well.

The multi-mountain pass industry specifically is the focus for this thesis as this has

become commonplace among many avid skiers and boarders. As a multi-mountain season pass
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seems to be ideal, it is relevant to understand if they are truly as cost effective as they appear.

The Washington Post published an article by Andrea Sachs titled Which multi-resort ski pass is

best? We compared 4. According to the article, “The multi-resort pass is a fairly new

development (Sachs).” It was first developed in 2008 by Vail Resorts with the Epic pass as an

improvement to single mountain season passes. After Epic’s arrival three other mainstream

competitors joined the field: Mountain Collective, Alterra Mountain Company’s Ikon Pass, and

Indy Pass. Other smaller collaborators exist regionally but these are the big four across the

country. In comparison Epic and Ikon are very similar to each other, and Mountain Collective

and Indy offer similar plans. The Epic/Ikon combination offer unlimited skiing with their passes

as Mountain Collective/Indy offer only several days at each specific resort. This article has a

section dedicated to choosing the right pass which is directly related to the research indicated in

this thesis. The direction the author takes in helping a consumer determine which pass to

purchase is to first start by asking themselves if they truly need a pass. If yes the follow up

questions were, “You plan to spend at least a week or a several weekends skiing or

snowboarding, especially at some of the pricier resorts. You want to try out several mountains in

one season or are committed to chasing down the powder wherever it may fall. You have strict

vacation time, because some resorts sell out of online tickets but will still welcome pass-holders

(Sachs).” The act of buying a ski pass requires the purchaser to have a solid understanding of

what their winter looks like in terms of time-off and budget. These questions provide a helpful

direction in which to frame further research for this topic.

An article from the New York Times by Christopher Steiner titled How to Ski Smarter in

the Age of Multi-Mountain Passes gives some breakdowns of how passes work regionally, with

the Northeast being the focus of this research, the article proved relevant. “Ikon gives Northeast
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skiers 10 hills to pick from, with some big destinations in Vermont’s Killington and Sugarbush.

West Virginia’s Snowshoe gives Washington, D.C.-area skiers an option 4.5 hours away and

New York’s Windham Mountain is 3.5 hours from New York City (Steiner).” For the Epic pass,

“Vermont’s Stowe and New York’s Hunter Mountain are among the pass’s 14 options in the

Northeast (Steiner).” Both of these industry leading companies have many variations in their

passes that have different costs associated with them. Some of the factors include region specific,

blackout dates, and exclusive access to certain resorts. There are also different price points based

on the demographics of if one is a college student, in or previously in the military, as well as

seniors (65+).

Another thought on these multi-mountain passes is looking at how they are affecting

daily lift tickets. A thesis written by Sijia Lai titled The Impacts of Supra-Regional Multi-Resort

Season Passes: A Hedonic Pricing Model of SingleDay Lift Tickets for US Ski Areas assessed

just this. “Moreover, critics are suggesting that ski areas on the mega passes might charge higher

prices for single-day lift tickets to nudge people into buying their season passes products (Lai

5).” With passes being able to match daily tickets after 3 or 4 days on the mountain it can be

difficult to avoid them from a financial perspective.

In combination with this idea, a piece on Snow Brains titled How Multi-Resort Season

Passes Have Affected Single Lift Ticket Sales by Brent Thomas that also looked at these costs.

2018-2019 ticket sales have skewed toward season passes with 51.9% of visitors coming from

them, 37.3% from single day tickets, and the last 10.8% was made up of off-duty employees and

complimentary tickets. A big reason for this is the decrease in prices on these multi-mountain

passes while the daily lift tickets have mostly stayed constant in their pricing. “It is a brilliant

marketing move by the ski resorts. They sell a bunch of season passes and get a ton of
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predictable capital upfront. They add to the incentive to purchase early by enacting price

increases as the season gets closer. Then it doesn’t even matter if the season pass holders come

skiing because they already have their money (Thomas).” By selling the passes like this, the

mountains acquire the skier or snowboarder's business for the year regardless how many times

the consumer uses the pass. According to Thomas and Snowbrains, pass sales seem to be

continually trending upward.
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Research Question(s)

The two main research questions I wanted to take a look at were: “As a New England

skier, when does it make more sense to buy a multi-mountain pass over daily-lift tickets?” and

“What are the biggest drivers that influence consumers buying decisions for ski tickets?” These

two questions help shape my research and provide a framework for understanding the behavior

and decision-making process of skiers in New England. By investigating the factors that impact

the choice between multi-mountain passes and daily-lift tickets, I aim to identify the most

cost-effective option for skiers. Additionally, by exploring the key drivers that influence the

purchasing decisions of ski lift tickets, I hope to gain insights into the preferences and behaviors

of consumers, which could inform marketing strategies for ski resorts and other businesses in the

ski industry. Ultimately, the answers to these research questions will contribute to a better

understanding of the ski market in New England and inform decision-making for skiers and

businesses alike.
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Data & Methodology

For me to have a chance to analyze this data I had to manipulate the data in a few minor

ways. I first acquired the ticket prices for all 65 New England Ski mountains, which included

weekend and midweek lift tickets. The demographics that I standardized them into were adult,

junior, and senior. Even though lots of resorts may offer many different variations in age or price

breakdowns these three were the most common distinctions. I also collected the season pass

prices from these mountains. It was interesting to see 20 of the 65 locations did not offer a

regular season pass, so they were excluded from this part of the data. The demographic

breakdown for this set of data included the previous three as well as college and military as a lot

of mountains offered a discount for having that trait. For the places that did not have a discount

for college, military, or both the adult price was used to represent the season price for that slot in

the data set. The final, and most important prices I gained were for all the multi-mountain passes

that are available in New England as of the 2022/23 season. Those were the Epic Pass, Ikon Pass,

Indy Pass, New England Pass, White Mountain Super Pass, and the Maine Pack. The price

demographic groups for this section were also adult, junior, senior, college, and military. For a

quick breakdown of the pass specifics refer Chart A in the appendix. The biggest takeaways from

it are that Epic, Ikon, New England, and White Mountain Super Pass are the unlimited skiing

options (including minimal blackout dates) and the Indy Pass and Maine Pack are ticket bundles

that only offer a limited number of days on the snow. It is also worth mentioning that as the lead

pass competitors in this study the Epic offers a regional specific pass which prices were used in

the data set, but Ikon currently does not, so the prices for it are the nationwide pass that has

mountains all around the country included on it.
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The method I used to analyze this data was regression analysis. I created three separate

regressions. I did one for daily tickets, one for season passes, and one for multi-mountain passes

(this excluded Indy Pass and Maine Pack as they do not offer a full season of

skiing/snowboarding).

Refer to Charts B, C and D for the entire regression statistics but for daily tickets, season

passes, and multi mountain passes this is what the regression equations came out to:

By using dummy variables to execute all of the regression the assumption was that the most

common daily lift ticket being bought in New England was an adult weekend ticket in New

Hampshire. The coefficient number of 49.56 represents that without trails being added. For the

season pass model the 733.04 was a season pass for an adult in New Hampshire without trails

added yet. The multi-mountain one was a bit different as the coefficient of 733.04 just assumed

the average adult price before the average trails per mountain were added in. With main

mountains and varying trails being on each multi-mountain pass it made more sense to average

the trails for all of the passes and the specific resorts they offer.

The regression analysis that was performed and the equations that were constructed do

not give the consumer a perfect answer or recommendation of what they should do but it does
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get the gears in motion. By punching in your demographic, the state you would like to ski in, and

the type of day (weekend versus midweek), you will get a ballpark number of what this daily

ticket will cost you. From there you can continually repeat that process for the amount of days

you intend to ski. If it is just one, then boom start planning the day trip and look for the specific

mountain you would like to go. If it ends up being 3, 4, or 5+ then the prices start adding up for it

to make sense to look at the season and multi-mountain passes. Other than Maine having a

relatively cheaper season pass on average, Vermont, Massachusetts, and Connecticut have a

higher season pass cost that will make them very comparable to the multi-mountain pass option.

As a ski or snowboarder, if you are willing to commit the money to a pass you then have to ask

yourself if you want to bounce around to many different mountains throughout the season. If the

answer for this is yes it is evident that looking into and choosing a multi-mountain pass is in your

best interest to create the most value in your season on the slopes.
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Future Applications

There are many places this concept can go in terms of finding the best value for New

England Skiers. The regression analysis is the right step for evaluating ticket and pass prices as a

pricing or budgeting study. It involves weighing out the factors that contribute to pushing a

consumer to move from a daily ticket to a season or multi-mountain pass. It is essentially a

break-even evaluation for when it makes more sense to go for unlimited skiing based on the

states you want to ski in, the amount of trails you are looking to ski, and your age demographic.

As mentioned, lots of places also offer college or military discounts which is also a strong driver.

An attractive idea that I looked into but could not complete due to feasibility and lack of

coding knowledge is something called a recommendation model. Refer to chart E for what this

model could have possibly looked like from the user input persepctive. The idea was the user

would input their age (numerical), if they are a college student (yes/no), if they are or were in the

military (yes/no), their budget (numerical), the number of days they intend to ski (numerical),

and the states they would like to ski in New England (nominal: CT, MA, ME, NH, RI VT). The

model would then spit out an answer based on all those attributes what the consumer should buy.

For this to be possible age had to be broken down and standardized into the categories of adult,

junior, and senior again. For that I had it as junior ages 0-17, adult ages 18-65, and seniors ages

65+. Of course those age breakdowns would be variable by mountain, but based on how I

structured the same data I used for the regression that is how it would make the most sense.

Since I have acquired and standardized the data of all the daily weekend/midweek lift

tickets, season passes, and multi-mountain passes, this idea of coding a recommendation model

could likely be finished easily by a data engineer or someone who has a strong background in

python. This next step would elevate my idea of helping New Englanders get the most bang for
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their buck when hitting the slopes. A tool like this would be very relevant to the industry since

these multi-mountain passes are not going anywhere. With other personalization factors being

added to this recommendation model it could be possible that a service like this could in turn be

profitable as well.
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Conclusion

From a ski industry perspective the first evident conclusion from my research is that the

regular season pass to one mountain is dying and will one day be a thing of the past. The only

exception for purchasing a season pass to one specific mountain would be if you own a home on

or really close to said mountain and it was not on any multi-mountain pass already. Most popular

resorts that have an abundance of condos and ski houses likely are large enough to also be a part

of a multi-mountain pass company as well. The specific ski mountains, whether they are owned

by a larger conglomerate or are just collaborating with other local resorts, definitely win from the

multi-mountain pass industry. With a larger combined capital together rather than separate it has

a stronger chance to lead to attracting more customers and making more revenue in turn.

However, the most important perspective from my research was the consumer, and how

we could find the most value for them during their ski season. From the regression and my

personal opinion the answers seem pretty transparent. Before looking at daily lift tickets, season

passes, or multi-mountain passes you must first ask yourself how many days you intend to ski

and how many trails are you looking for the mountain to have (mountain size). Although this

was primarily a pricing study that all those factors will help determine the choice, they go

hand-in-hand. That being said, if you intend on skiing 4 or less times, stick to daily tickets unless

you have ties to the Maine area where you can take advantage of the Maine Pack. If you intend

on skiing at least 5 times and you only plan on skiing within New England that is when I would

turn to the Epic Pass as the most value is there. You get 7 mountains and unlimited skiing for

under $600 (adult price). Another takeaway is if you intend to ski New England and also have

been planning a trip out west, then I would say it is time to consider the Ikon Pass. Passes I

would stay away from are the White Mountain Super Pass and New England Pass just because
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they are much more expensive and offer less which make sense because they are smaller regional

companies and not the huge juggernauts like Vail Resorts (Epic) and Alterra Mountain Company

(Ikon). The Indy Pass is also perplexing as it is nearly $400 for only 2 days of skiing. That pass

or ticket pack has a lot of potential if the price could lower drastically because the idea of two

days of skiing to any 1 of 13 mountains in New England is really intriguing for busy adults with

careers and family since it would only be committing to those 2 days and they would not have to

feel like they would have to get their moneys worth by going 5 to 10 times.

The ski industry is evolving and for big time ski and snowboarders multi-mountain

passes are becoming the new norm. Ski resorts will continue collaborating and forming larger

conglomerates, which in turn attract more customers and generate more revenue. Before hopping

on the wave and buying one of these passes it is essential that the consumer considers how many

days they are going to go. As of now the Epic and Ikon passes will offer the most value when it

comes to skiing or snowboarding frequently. As this industry continues to change it will be

interesting to see what the next big market disruptor will be. Overall this winter pastime will

remain to be a fan favorite as consumers patiently wait for the next snow fall.
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Appendix

Chart A
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Chart B
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Chart C
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Chart D
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Chart E
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